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Abstract. With the rapid development of information technology, programming has become a vital skill. An

online judge system can be used as a programming education platform, where the daily activities of users and

judges are used to generate useful learning objects (e.g., tasks, solution codes, evaluations). Intelligent software

agents can utilize such objects to create an ecosystem. To implement such an ecosystem, a generic architecture

that covers the whole lifecycle of data on the platform and the functionalities of an e-learning system should

take into account the particularities of the online judge system. In this paper, an architecture that implements

such an ecosystem based on an online judge system is proposed. The potential benefits and research challenges

are discussed.

1 Introduction

With the growing significance of technology and the ubiq-

uitous availability of information, a number of initiatives

in computer education have been promoted by various or-

ganizations. Programming has become a vital skill not

only for information technology but also for industry and

academia. In Japan, the Ministry of Education, Cul-

ture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) has decided

to make programming a compulsory subject in primary

schools starting from fiscal year 2020. Many leading coun-

tries have already put great emphasis on programming ed-

ucation.

However, programming is a very difficult task that re-

quires logical thinking and the ability to identify syntac-

tical and conceptual errors. As a result, instructors must

expend a lot of effort for creating tasks and evaluating and

debugging code, and learners tend to become frustrated.

Among educational tools for programming, online judge

systems (OJSs) have become popular. An OJS refers to a

web service that was originally designed for programming

contests such as ACM-ICPC 1, but has become widely uti-

lized for education since it provides reliable evaluation that

reduces the workload of teachers and supports self-driven

autonomous learning. An attractive feature of an OJS is

that learners can repeatedly achieve success, which main-

tains motivation. OJSs have thus become an indispensable

tool for programming education. An OJS provides a num-

ber of programming tasks at different levels and compiles

and runs submitted code on its servers. Then, it determines

whether the code is acceptable using strict test cases. One
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1https://icpc.baylor.edu

of the oldest major OJSs, UVa Online Judge, started pro-

viding service in 1995 [1]. A number of OJSs are currently

operated by various organizations and related tools are ac-

tively researched [2].

Although learning materials have been dramatically

improved, most major OJSs have shortcomings regarding

their educational use. For example, black-box tests are a

notable disadvantage. There is a need to improve learn-

ing efficiency, but the amount of accumulated data has

grown exponentially. Fortunately, this is a great oppor-

tunity to make e-learning systems more intelligent as well

as to bring research seeds not only for education but also

for software engineering fields. Here, we propose an ar-

chitecture for organizing an ecosystem for an educational

programming platform that takes advantage of an OJS.

The architecture includes the management of learning ob-

jects (LOs) [3], such as tasks, solutions, verdicts, and logs,

and a judge system. Most existing e-learning tools for

programming cannot be organized into such ecosystems

because of their monolithic architecture or localization,

which hinders data accessibility, scalability, maintainabil-

ity, and reusability. Besides, monolithic architecture can

be a barrier to flexibly develop user interfaces (client sys-

tems) by the third parties.

This study proposes an architecture for a programming

learning platform based on the Aizu Online Judge (AOJ)

[4] 2, which is one of the oldest OJSs in Japan. Although

AOJ has been operated for 15 years, its original core func-

tions and architecture have still not been fully revealed

[5]. The aim of the proposed architecture is to realize a

programming learning platform ecosystem where data ac-

quisition, reuse, feedback, and research are conducted by

people and intelligent software agents. To design the ar-

chitecture, we first analyzed the distinctive characteristics

2http://judge.u-aizu.ac.jp
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of an OJS, focusing on the actors and LOs. The archi-

tecture consists of six layers, which are used to obtain

LOs based on a resource-oriented architecture from var-

ious perspectives. In this study, an ecosystem is proposed

and its generic architecture is described. The effective-

ness of the proposed ecosystem is demonstrated through

a concrete implementation and initial results of research

and development employing the architecture. Potential

research challenges for programming education are also

given. Components of the proposed architecture are re-

lated to machine learning, software engineering, user in-

terfaces, and e-learning systems. This work thus benefits

users (e.g., students and teachers) as well as researchers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 discusses related work. Section 3 formulates the ecosys-

tem and presents the characteristics of the OJS. Section 4

describes the proposed architecture, and Section 5 demon-

strates its implementation. Section 6 presents the initial

research results and identifies challenges. Section 7 con-

cludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Traditional OJSs include UVa 3, SPOJ 4, and POJ 5, among

others [2]. With an increasing number of problem sets

from programming competitions, these OJSs continue to

grow while contributing to programming education with

advanced services such as integrated management inter-

faces (see for example [6]). A framework that considers

feedback other than judge results has been proposed [7].

Jutge.org is an open online judge designed for students

and instructors which integrates research and innovation

such as formal verification methods, static code analysis

and data-mining [8]. However, for most systems, system

details are unavailable and data cannot be opened to the

public because of architectural inflexibility.

Many companies hold regular programming contests.

Codeforces 6, AtCoder 7 and TopCoder 8 are competition

platforms with powerful and scalable judge systems that

can handle a huge number of participants. They can be

used for competition and human assessment and include

high-quality problem sets. Although they have great po-

tential as data resources and provide application program-

ming interfaces (APIs) for third parties, their access poli-

cies are limited.

Systems that can be deployed in a local environment

and provide functions to manage original tasks, evaluation,

and grading are not only attractive, but essential for stu-

dents to gain programming skills which requires deliberate

practice and quality feedback [9]. CMS 9 and DOMjudge
10 are notable examples of active open-source projects for

3https://uva.onlinejudge.org/
4https://www.spoj.com/
5http://poj.org/
6http://codeforces.com/
7https://atcoder.jp
8https://www.topcoder.com/
9https://cms-dev.github.io/

10https://www.domjudge.org/

contest management that can also be applied for educa-

tion. Efforts to integrate Automatic Judge to learning man-

agement system (LMS) for blended education are an at-

tractive area, but the integration is challenging when stan-

dards are not applied, and the design of the applications

are monolithic [10]. Enterprises have also released similar

e-learning tools for induction courses and personal assess-

ment. Although these closed systems provide a secure and

robust environment and allow flexible task management,

they are unsuitable for knowledge sharing.

In the consumer web space, some comprehensive ar-

chitectures for ecosystems and data analysis have been de-

veloped [11–13]. Based on the concept of an ecosystem,

many enterprises operate a data analysis system that man-

ages data to provide additional services for end users. For

example, batch and real-time data processing for Twitter

[14] and the use of log data to provide additional informa-

tion by a Hadoop ecosystem for LinkedIn [15] have been

considered.

The concept of an ecosystem can also be applied to an

e-learning system, where data is the core of services for

education [16]. Massive open online courses (MOOCs)

on platforms such as edX and Coursera are an attractive

resource for learners and teachers. Such platforms are or-

ganized considering data processing and learning resource

organization. For example, the base Open edX architec-

ture consists of core applications (e.g., learning manage-

ment systems) and client tools, which are supplemented by

independently deployed applications and persistence sys-

tems. From a technical point of view, cloud computing

has become a standard solution for dynamic resource allo-

cation, virtualization, and dependable data storage.

Although a number of institutions are considering

MOOC, the characteristics of data analysis in a general

e-learning system are different from those for program-

ming education, where the utilization of a trial-and-error

process is much more valuable to assess the learning out-

comes [17]. An example of the analysis is presented in

[18], where code snapshots and modification sequence are

used to discover patterns to predict students outcomes on

exams. Similarly, the study in [19] focuses on understand-

ing the variations of coding solutions to provide appropri-

ate feedback of students learning at scale. However, to

take greater advantage of these data, the systems should

be able to interact under a common ecosystem.

Although many theoretical works and proposals of ar-

chitectures for e-learning ecosystems have been presented

[20–22], no specific architecture and a corresponding im-

plementation for a programming learning platform have

been proposed. Generally, an architecture adopted to a

specific domain and specific activities can add value. With

increasing demand for programming education and the po-

tential benefits of OJSs, an architecture specifically de-

voted to LOs for programming education is necessary.

3 Concept of Ecosystem

The data in an e-learning system can be transformed, repli-

cated, integrated, and shared, making them potentially
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reusable. Data can be used to make the system more intel-

ligent. However, the data must be properly collected, clas-

sified, processed, and stored. Here, we review the lifecycle

of data to help us design an architecture for the ecosystem.

In this section, we formulate the actors and LOs in the

ecosystem.

3.1 Actors

Figure 1. Concept of proposed ecosystem for programming ed-

ucation
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Figure 1 illustrates the concept of an ecosystem with

five kinds of actor and OJS data repositories.

Learners are users (e.g., students) who want to learn

programming. They search and browse problems (tasks)

on the OJS and then try to solve them by coding and sub-

mitting the source code. They can also attach their own in-

put/output data for a test submission to the judge. For clar-

ification and discussion, they can post questions to mes-

sage boards. Voting and tagging are supported. Learners

receive a verdict from the judge and can view solutions of-

fered by other uses as well as test cases (judge data) for

each problem. Statistics related to problems and learners

are available to users.

Teachers are users (e.g., instructors) who support

learners in a classroom or group. They create and register

tasks, exercises, and contests with special authorization (if

needed). Comments regarding various programming lan-

guages can be also attached to a task. Teachers can ob-

serve learners’ activities and solutions. They can instruct

and evaluate learners based on the statistics available from

the OJS.

Judge is a special software agent that receives pro-

grams from learners, makes decisions, and gives verdicts.

It generates messages and status related to the decision.

The judge manages the queue of submissions and handles

them on back-end servers.

Agents are software agents that transform, clean, and

integrate the data on an OJS. They provide intelligent feed-

back to learners on behalf of teachers by utilizing the

learning data from the OJS. Agents are developed by re-

searchers and deployed to facilitate development and au-

tonomous learning.

Researchers analyze and utilize the data from the

ecosystem to develop intelligent systems. They can input

the research results back into the ecosystem by deploying

the corresponding agents. They can also share the obtained

results with teachers to improve the quality of education.

Agents and researchers can improve education by en-

hancing the use cases of an OJS, which conventionally in-

volve only learners, the judge, and teachers. The advan-

tage of the ecosystem concept is that learners can obtain

feedback from a number of agents in addition to the auto-

matic verification by the judge and instruction from teach-

ers. Researchers can apply their algorithms to the reposi-

tories to make the system more intelligent.

3.2 Learning Objects

In this paper, we define any data generated by an actor as

an LO. LOs in the ecosystem can be classified based on

multidimensional perspectives, as shown in Table 1. The

perspectives consider when, how, and by whom LOs were

generated, activated, consumed, and processed as well as

some features of the data, including data format, size, and

frequency.

Notifications are chunks of real-time information

broadcast to systems connected to the service. The most

common notification is that from the judge for the corre-

sponding submitted code. This notification is used to up-

date the status of the judge queue, scoreboards, and status

of other users in real time. Notifications are small but fre-

quent.

Records are information accumulated for an activity

by learners and the judge. The main objects created by

learners are source code, which can be made public. The

main objects created by the judge are messages regard-

ing compilation errors, runtime errors, and program out-

puts as well as verdicts (Accepted, Wrong Answer, Time

Limit Exceeded, Memory Limit Exceeded, etc.) with ac-

curacy and resource usage (CPU time and memory usage).

Records can also include personal profiles, trial-and-error

submission history, tagging data, and discussion on mes-

sage boards. Access logs for each LO (e.g., problem de-

scription and public source code) are also considered as

records.

Materials are learning materials, which are generally

created and registered by teachers. They include problem

descriptions, images, test cases, and comments. Although

access frequency is relatively low, materials can be rela-

tively large (for example, an input file for a test case can

be several tens of megabytes).

Statistics are a secondary information resource de-

rived from records and materials. They can be used for

statistical analysis and visualization related to users’ per-

formance, learning history, problem status, and verdicts

from the judge. They include information for the whole

system, such as overall user rankings and statistics for each

language, as well as individual statistics, such as the daily

effort of a learner, their weekly achievement, and ability

charts.
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Table 1. Classification of learning objects from multidimensional perspectives

Perspectives Who What (examples of learning objects) When/How Format Size Freq.

Consumer Creator (time)

Notification Learner, Teacher Judge verdict, messages, etc. Push All Object Small High

Record Learner, Teacher Learner, Judge source code, verdict, tagging, logs, etc. Request Object Med High

Material Learner, Teacher Teacher description, test cases, etc. Request Object Large Med

Statistic Learner, Teacher Agent ranking, score, statistics, etc. Request Object Med Med

Feedback Learner Agent hints, debugging, recommendation, etc. Push Personal Object Small Med

Archive Researcher Agent set of source codes, etc. Request File Huge Low

Feedback is a chunk of real-time information provided

through the intelligent system to support learning, analy-

sis, and other activities. Examples include hints for de-

bugging and recommended problems to be solved consid-

ering the learning path as well as other personalized tips.

Note that models and the corresponding learning data are

required to provide feedback.

Archive is a large chunk of data for specific purposes.

It can be used for data analysis, batch processing, and data

mining. Examples include a set of submitted source code,

judge data, and a set of problem descriptions from a spe-

cific source. Integrated data derived from available LOs

can also be archived. Although access to an archive is rare,

the size of a file can be huge.

4 Architecture

According to the characteristics described in the previous

section, the architecture for the ecosystem was designed.

We give an overview of the requirements and then present

the details.

4.1 Overview

The main functional requirement of the architecture is to

cover the whole lifecycle of data in an OJS as well as to

provide methods for data acquisition and management for

agents and researchers. In addition, the architecture should

satisfy non-functional requirements for quality of service

and for scaling up through continuous development con-

sidering the following observations.

• The amount of information in OJSs will grow exponen-

tially as OJSs become increasingly popular. Therefore,

requests should be distributed to provide data with low

latency in a robust environment. For example, a server

with a monolithic architecture may easily be put under

heavy load, affecting other services. Although request

processing can be sped up using load balancing through

cloud computing and physical scaling up, classification,

roles, and transformation of data should be clarified con-

sidering the features of each LO for efficient manage-

ment and development.

• Technologies will change. Technologies for both client

side (e.g., web and UI frameworks) and server side

(e.g., web servers, programming paradigms, virtualiza-

tion) are continuously changing, and thus the architec-

ture should not depend on any given technology. A

promising solution is to employ a standardized interface

and technology-independent data/knowledge represen-

tation.

• Requirements are becoming increasingly individualized

and diverse. Therefore, the architecture should be scal-

able so that many applications (agents) can easily be in-

tegrated by third parties.

Figure 2 illustrates a generic architecture for the

ecosystem. Data Server is used to access LOs and is con-

nected to Client Systems and Judge Server. The main idea

is that the proposed architecture is oriented around data,

not views (user interfaces). The architecture is thus de-

signed and implemented by applying concepts of resource-

oriented architecture, where an application scenario is

represented by a uniform resource identifier (URI). Each

unique URI, with its associated parameters (keys), is a rep-

resentation of an LO or a set of LOs (values for the keys).

Data Server, the core part of the architecture, does not in-

clude any modules for creating views (e.g., HTML pages);

instead, it provides data in a certain format (e.g., JSON

and XML). The services are thus not tied to any specific

operating system or programming language. Learners and

teachers get and create data through client systems.

4.2 Data Server

Data Server consists of six layers for the corresponding

perspectives, each of which is implemented by three mod-

ules. Controller is responsible for receiving and providing

LOs as an interface between the client systems and the

corresponding data. This is the entry point to get LOs or

to post LOs through a URI with parameters. Repository

is responsible for storing LOs as persistent data. An LO

is mapped to a record in the database table, an object of

a key-value store, or a file. An appropriate storage sys-

tem should be employed for processing massive and struc-

tured data from various sources. Service is responsible

for bridging the gap between a controller and a repository.

Service can deploy transporters, as a bridge, or the judge

and agents, which implement business logic for the corre-

sponding layers.

Notification Layer is responsible for receiving infor-

mation from the judge and broadcasting it to systems con-

nected to the controller. The broadcast should be immedi-

ately and asynchronously activated when the correspond-

ing LO becomes available. Real-time notifications make

the system convenient to use. Generally, this layer does

not need the repository because its role is to quickly for-

ward information. To implement this layer, technologies
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Figure 2. Proposed architecture
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that can efficiently perform PUSH operations to a huge

number of client systems at the same time should be em-

ployed.

Record Layer is responsible for processing all activ-

ities by the learner, teacher, and the judge and record-

ing them as persistent data. It is considered as the main

layer. It includes the judge and communicates with Judge

Server. Activities and events from learners and Judge

Server should be immediately forwarded to Notification

Layer. Data should be cascaded by requests from services

in the lower layers. This layer is the entry point for the

main activities, so both an unstructured database for stor-

ing raw data and a structured database for CRUD (Create,

Read, Update and Delete) operations should be deployed.

An authentication function must be implemented for this

layer so that private content can be accessed only by au-

thorized actors.

Materials Layer is responsible for receiving available

materials and forwarding and expanding them to Judge

Server. The obtained data are stored in the database. Data

should be cascaded by requests from services in the lower

layers. Since this layer deals with relatively large data

(e.g., judge data), the layer should be deployed consider-

ing scalability and latency. Materials are registered when

a new LO is available from teachers. They can be obtained

through request by any authorized actor.

Statistics Layer is responsible for generating and pro-

viding useful objects for analyzing data. Agents deployed

on this layer regularly crawl the upper layers and create

and update the analytic data as new LOs in the corre-

sponding repositories. The frequency of crawling should

be carefully specified so that it can provide the latest (not

necessarily real-time) information (for example, statistics

for each problem is updated every hour) without exces-

sively loading the upper layers. An LO should be obtained

through the transporter as is.

Feedback Layer is responsible for providing and

broadcasting useful tips for an individual user. Agents

crawl the upper layers and generate data (through a learn-

ing process, if any) for the corresponding model. The

main difference compared to Statistics Layer is that an-

other agent with business logic answers a request by uti-

lizing the learning model (data) constructed by the crawler.

The feedback should be activated when the computational

results become available and delivered to the correspond-

ing user in real time.

Archive Layer is responsible for acquiring LOs from

all upper layers and providing chunks of LOs as useful

archive files. Agents regularly crawl the upper layers to

create an archive. For this layer, a relatively huge stor-

age system and logging techniques are required. Content

in Archive Layer could be downloaded or shared with re-

searchers with proper authorization.

Record Layer and Materials Layer are crucial for im-

plementing an OJS. The other layers are auxiliary layers

used to make the OJS more convenient and intelligent.

The six layers are loosely coupled channels that can be

deployed on different hardware resources (micro services

in the cloud). Required data can be transported and inte-

grated by a cascading mechanism. The auxiliary layers are

scalable and a number of systems (agents and the corre-

sponding repositories) can be deployed on different hosts.

4.3 Judge Server

Judge Server should be isolated to allow only authorized

processes to connect to it and prevent data leaks by mali-

cious attacks and unintended operations. To improve the

quality of service of judge processes as a whole, Judge

Server consists of server clusters as a parallel machine,

where each server can exclusively use hardware resources

and execute a given program. The necessary environment

(e.g., operating system, compilers, and virtual machines)

should be set up for each judge server in advance. Each
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server should be ready to judge all problems in the cor-

responding OJS. All available test cases and validators

from Materials Layer are replicated in each judge server.

This is one of the advantages of an OJS based on the

proposed architecture; all required environmental settings,

data, and validators are deployed and built in advance to

realize quick decisions as well as to ensure robust envi-

ronments. Therefore, only connections (ports) for sending

and receiving limited objects should be allowed, includ-

ing 1) source code (with accompanying data) from Record

Layer when the server becomes available for submission,

2) a verdict to Record Layer and Notification Layer when

the judge makes a decision, and 3) a set of test cases from

Materials Layer when Judge Server is deployed or data are

created.

The judge in Record Layer is a core actor that receives

submissions and sends them to the queue of the corre-

sponding judge server. The role of the judge is to select a

judge server for a submission depending on the language,

problem ID, and other parameters, as well as to scale up

by adding available hardware resources. It also makes

the verdict information from Judge Server persistent data

that are linked to repositories. For broadcasting, the judge

sends information to Notification Layer when 1) it receives

a submission from a learner and pushes it to the queue, 2)

the submission is sent to Judge Server from the queue, 3)

it receives the corresponding verdict after the judge has

finished deciding, and 4) the verdict is made persistent.

4.4 Client Systems

Client systems that connect to Data Server through the

HTTPS protocol can be developed independently. Of note,

third parties can freely develop client systems using the

available URIs and the data on Data Server. Any applica-

tion based on a character or graphical user interface that

can deal with data as an object can be considered. Gen-

erally, a client system uses LOs from a set of layers and

an integrated application can be constructed with several

client views. In this way, we can separate client side and

server side development, and thus technological changes

on the server side do not affect the client side and vice

versa.

In a data-oriented architecture, the implementation of

core functions for a web system is made on the client side.

Functions include page generation, page transition, man-

agement of URLs, and routing mechanisms, and can be

implemented in JavaScript and related frameworks, which

enable the development of rich and fast front-end inter-

faces. Although the client side is responsible for im-

plementing many functions, it allows a division of labor,

where the front-end and the back-end can focus on a rich

UI and data management, respectively.

5 Implementation

In the previous section, a generic architecture that can be

implemented using various technologies was presented. In

this section, a concrete implementation is demonstrated

through the development of AOJ, which consists of Data

Server, Judge Server, and client applications.

5.1 Overview

AOJ, developed and operated since 2005, is one of the ma-

jor OJSs [2]. More than 70,000 users have been registered

and almost 4 million solutions have been judged. Almost

100 contests have been held, including Online Open Con-

tests for ACM-ICPC Asia Regionals in Japan 2014-2019.

The first submission to AOJ was done in 2005 when the

system was internally released. AOJ was opened to the

public in 2009. Before 2018, AOJ had a monolithic ar-

chitecture with Judge Server. From 2018, all services on

the server side were reconstructed as Data Server and now

AOJ is operated based on the proposed architecture. The

user interfaces are provided through a number of client ap-

plications.

5.2 Data Server

Table 2. Frameworks and technologies used for implementation

of AOJ

Layer Frameworks Key Technologies

Notification Akka, Play (Scala) WebSocket

Record Spring Boot, MySQL

Material Hybernate RESTful API

Statistics Spring Boot, MongoDB

Table 2 shows the key technologies used to implement

AOJ for the main layers of Data Server. Each layer is

deployed in a docker container on CentOS. The server

for Notification Layer was developed based on the Akka

toolkit 11 and its Actor model and broadcasting is realized

using WebSocket. Akka provides a high-performance, ro-

bust, and scalable environment and ensures fault tolerance.

Record Layer, Materials Layer, and Statistics Layer were

developed based on Spring Boot 12 so that controllers can

provide access to resources through a RESTful API [23].

MySQL was used for CRUD operations from reposito-

ries in Record Layer and Materials Layer. MongoDB was

deployed for key-value operations to obtain objects from

Statistics Layer. A total of 124 URIs, which cover most

LOs required to implement an OJS, are available from the

developer website 13. Each LO obtained by a URI is rep-

resented as an object in JSON format, which can be eas-

ily and efficiently parsed in many programming languages

(e.g., JavaScript and Python).

Some achievements and challenges for Feedback

Layer are presented in Section 6.

In addition to the LOs available from the API, re-

searchers can utilize archive files, presented in Table 3,

from Archive Layer. For example, a set of source code

from a certain range of submission IDs is available as a

11https://akka.io
12https://spring.io/projects/spring-boot
13http://developers.u-aizu.ac.jp
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Table 3. Available archive files

Available Data Type

source codes in specific range files in zip directory

test cases of specific problem files in zip directory

descriptions of all problem files in zip directory

verdict records in specific range csv files

zip file from the developer website. We provide not only

an archive of learning materials, but also an archive of

source code with submission histories, including details of

verdicts (for downloading private source codes and related

files, special consent for research cooperation is required).

Some agents have been implemented to crawl data based

on a platform similar to that of Statistics Layer. On the

other hand, logging technologies such as Apache Hadoop
14 and Fluentd 15 can also be employed for data prolifera-

tion.

5.3 Judge Server

Each judge system of a Judge Server cluster is mainly real-

ized by processes of programs written in Perl on CentOS,

where all necessary software and data have been set up. In

addition, the necessary security settings are performed us-

ing iptables, user management, and resource limitations.

Figure 3. Sequence diagram of a judge system

Data Server Controller Launcher Executor Data (LO)

receive request

save source code

save user input/output

save limitations, problem ID

launch

save compile error

compile

compile error log

resource limitations

executeloop for case

compile error

verdict log

notify compile error

notify runtime error

notify reject

notify accept

run

input for case

save 

runtime error

save output

cpu/memory

cpu/memory

judge output

limitation

validator

judge

save verdict

verdict log

runtime error log

save executable code

executable code

runtime error log
notify error

notify reject

notify accept

Data Server Controller Launcher Executor Data (LO)

user output

14https://hadoop.apache.org/
15https://www.fluentd.org/

The programs are mature (stable versions available for

more than 10 years). Figure 3 shows a sequence dia-

gram of a judge system, focusing on what and when LOs

are generated as well as communication with Data Server.

Some technical details, such as security settings for the

sandbox, performance, scaling, and the deployment pro-

cess, are beyond the scope of this paper. Judge Server con-

sists of three modules, namely Controller, Launcher, and

Executor. Controller waits for a request from Data Server.

When it receives a request, the solution code and accom-

panying data, including user-defined input/output (for test

submissions), problem ID (pid), language, and resource

limitations, are set as data files and Launcher is activated.

Following the setup, Launcher tries to compile (if needed)

the source code; if this fails, it generates error messages

and the process returns back to Controller and then Data

Server with the message. If the launch process is success-

ful, according to the number of test cases, the generated

code is executed by Executor within the resource limita-

tions. Executor generates a runtime signal and messages

if errors occur; otherwise, it generates an output file of

the program for each test case. Executor terminates the

process of the user program when resource limits are ex-

ceeded. After finishing each run, Executor decides the ver-

dict (along with CPU time and memory usage) and sends

the information to Data Server. When the solution is re-

jected or all test cases are passed, control is returned back

to Controller with a summary of the verdict.

6 Initial Results and Challenges

The proposed architecture and the implemented Data

Server have enabled the development of different systems

by the third parties which can contribute to both educa-

tion and software engineering. The systems include the

agents based on machine learning approaches as well as

client systems with advanced interfaces. In this section,

we present the initial results from research and develop-

ment based on Data Server and possible challenges for the

ecosystem.

6.1 Initial Results

6.1.1 Client Systems

The AOJ system has been migrated to the current version

which consists of Data Server with a number of accompa-

nying client applications developed by the third parties in

addition to the main interface 16. First, a problem finder

and a browser were implemented as a beta version of the

new AOJ interfaces 17 based on a single-page application,

which is compatible with the new architecture. Other core

applications include an Arena system 18, where teachers

(and admin) can set exercises and contests with selected

tasks and settings through the special manager. Learn-

ers can use Arena to browse, code, grade, and manage

their programs. Another major product is Virtual Judge

16http://judge.u-aizu.ac.jp
17https://onlinejudge.u-aizu.ac.jp
18https://onlinejudge.u-aizu.ac.jp/beta/arena.html
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19, which is a virtual contest system that connects to Data

Server as a part of judge system. Intelligent Coding Edi-

tor (ICE) 20 is a special interface for coding as an online

compiler/editor where users can test their program with

specified test cases through Data Server.

6.1.2 Detection of Errors in Source Code

One useful function is automatic error indication in source

code. Error detection is one of the most important crite-

ria to support novice programmers. In programming prac-

tice a significant amount of time is spend in formulating

the logic and solution. Thus, it is important to automate

the process of logic error detection so that novice pro-

grammers can learn about the mistake instantly. Although,

various syntax errors can be detected reliably by current

state-of-the-art compilers and integrated development en-

vironments (IDEs), the task of detecting logic (algorith-

mic) errors in codes is still a challenge and open research.

Various approaches and solutions have been proposed in

order to automate the logic error detection. Researches

[24–26] approach to solve the problem by pattern analy-

sis of accumulated compiler error messages. In addition,

students debugging activities have been taken into consid-

eration. In our research [27], we have leveraged state-of-

the-art neural network such as, recurrent neural network

(RNN) with long short-term memory (LSTM). This learn-

ing model was directly trained on the compiled source

code of expert programmers. Thus, during the inference

the trained model shows the probabilities for a given se-

quence of source code. Our approach also extends to

static code analysis using the intermediate representation

in Abstract Syntax Tree [28]. The results show that the

proposed algorithms can detect logic errors in compliable

code with high frequency for some specific problems. We

can further analyze these approaches to best utilize them

and avoid mismatches to provide more intelligent and ac-

curate feedback. Hybrid intelligence which is focusing on

strong points of these approach has also been considered

[29]. We believe that Archive can be a resource for de-

veloping state-of-the-art intelligent and adaptive learning

algorithms for source code analysis [30] and intelligent

coding editors.

6.1.3 Recommendation of Problems and Learning

Path

A learning path is an important guideline for improving

education results. We previously proposed a novel RNN-

based recommendation system (RC) for recommending a

set of tasks (materials, programming problems) to learners

considering individual learners’ strengths in each category

and their preferences [31]. For training the RNN-based

RC, we leveraged the accumulated data of AOJ, which

contains a sequence of problems previously solved by ex-

pert users. The key assumption is that the expert program-

mers’ learning path (in the AOJ database) is an ideal guide

19https://vjudge.net/
20http://developers.u-aizu.ac.jp/ice/index

for novice programmers. The proposed RNN trained on

these data has successfully predicted the next likely prob-

lem to be solved. In practice, this work is a big challenge

because the process is different from that of conventional

collaborative filtering. General collaborative filtering (for

example, as used by several services such as Amazon) is

not applicable since the recommendation of problems is

not always based on a programmer’s preferences. A ped-

agogical sequence based on a programmer’s strengths has

to be maintained when recommending programming prob-

lems. This issue has been solved in the aforementioned

research through the clustering of programmers based on

strengths.

6.1.4 Estimation and Classification of Problems

For possible preprocessing of the above algorithms, we de-

veloped many intelligent expert systems to estimate the

difficulties and topics of programming problems. Previ-

ously (see for example [32]), we applied fuzzy theory to

derive rules that can partition programming problems into

several difficulty levels. We have also taken into consider-

ation the problem statements to predict the topics and cat-

egories associated with the problems. In one study [33],

various natural language processing algorithms, such as

latent Dirichlet allocation and non-negative matrix factor-

ization, were applied for topic extraction. In addition,

to make the system more adaptive and pedagogical, we

have also taken into consideration the strength estimation

of programmers. Neural-network-based approaches, such

as the self-organizing neural network, have been applied

to this problem [34]. Classification of source codes and

problems based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

has also been performed [35]. Similar work has been con-

ducted for other online judge systems [36]. These achieve-

ments demonstrate that personalized search, recommenda-

tion, and feedback, as well as human assessment can be

improved using machine learning algorithms.

6.2 Challenges

6.2.1 Coding Support

IDEs, which support error highlighting, code completion,

and refactoring, are an indispensable tool for software de-

velopment. The above functions can be realized using ma-

chine learning and big data (program code). The latest

technology, powered by Visual Studio IntelliCode 21, has

had a great impact on software engineering. An artificial

intelligence system that utilizes a number of GitHub repos-

itories for learning provides intelligent completion func-

tions with suggestions that consider circumstances other

than conventional variable/function lists. In this context,

in addition to bug detection, machine learning approaches

that employ the accumulated source code in an OJS can

revolutionize programming education. Of note, the data

in an OJS includes not only typical mistakes by novices

but also exemplary code written by talented programmers.

21https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/
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Personalized feedback will also be possible by consider-

ing user experience. As one of our research challenges,

code completion based on RNN and solutions in an OJS

has been considered for programming education [38].

6.2.2 Automatic Generation of Learning Objects

The automatic generation of LOs has became an impor-

tant research area for intelligent autonomous learning. We

can generate secondary LOs by reusing existing LOs in

the ecosystem. For example, the automatic generation of

pseudocode and comments for source code is an attractive

challenge (see for example [37]). For this type of gen-

eration, problem descriptions, tags, and source code can

be utilized. Another idea is the automatic annotation of

source code and problem descriptions to support under-

standing. For creating programming tasks, automatic gen-

eration of fill-in-the-blank programming problems is one

of promissing functions to support instructors [39]. The

generation of test cases, solution code, and tasks (problem

descriptions) are also big challenges. For example, au-

tomatic generation of a program code from another code

which has the same function but in different programming

languages, is attractive for many applications.

6.2.3 Integration of Services via Standard Protocol

The usefulness of the data goes beyond the programming

platform itself because every LO can be accessed via a

URI and applications can exchange data via REST, and

according with the proposed architecture this task is han-

dled by clients. In similar efforts such as MAGIC sys-

tem, the integration of auto-graders at massive scale for

Cloud utilize REST API [40]. As technology is evolving

and adopting new standards, the clients (usually LMS, but

not limited to) can also connect via Learning Tools Inter-

operability (LTI) standard. The LO can be seamlessly cre-

ated and associated as part of the LTI client application re-

source. Since LTI is now widely adopted by modern LMS

based on its protocol style, an OJS can become part of a

larger ecosystem. CodeOcean project is an example of an

auto-grader using LTI, and CodeHarbor project proposes

LO organized as repository, both to reuse programming

LO and integrate with other applications [41].

Based on the LTI standard, LOs and coding perfor-

mance can be combined with material or study paths (in

this case, in a guided environment) taken by the student

on a MOOC platform such as Coursera or edX, or a LMS

such as Moodle or Canvas. This would make it easier for

researchers to cross reference user behaviors and interac-

tion with specific content, the path in the OJS, the impact

of their materials on coding performance. More accurate

feedback could also be provided based on the data in the

OJS, as each LO can be clearly identified. Other efforts

integrating MOOCs and Automatic grading for improv-

ing feedback in programming are presented in [40] [42].

However, the integration and data cross-reference is still

challenging due to the different architectures, and lack of

ecosystem definition.

7 Concluding Remarks

An OJS can be organized into an ecosystem where learn-

ers, teachers, graders, and intelligent software agents are

involved. The accumulated LOs allow effective e-learning

for programming education. Such an environment gives

learners significant advantages and reduces costs in terms

of human resources.

In this paper, a generic architecture and the corre-

sponding concrete implementation were presented based

on the Aizu Online Judge. We demonstrated that the pro-

posed architecture and implemented data servers have acti-

vated development of different interfaces for learning sup-

port as well as research for creating intelligent agants by

the third parties. We developed some feedback systems

related to bug detection, recommendation, and estimation

using learning objects, which are open to the public. We

also considered research challenges for the ecosystem. Al-

though researchers can utilize data and develop their own

agents, we should consider making a framework where

they can easily define and deploy their actors to the cloud

or the corresponding data server.
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